SPLAT MONSTERS

Kids will huff and puff and blow these cute little splat monsters around.

MATERIALS

- Liquid water color or water color palette
- Paintbrush
- Paper
- Water (if using palette)
- Straw

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Using a paintbrush, drop a small to medium size dot of liquid watercolor onto your paper. The paint needs to be quite runny in order to move easily around the paper.
2. Use a straw to blow the watercolors around in all directions. Play around to find a technique that works best for you and your child. If blowing into a straw is difficult, you could try fanning it with paper or using a hair dryer pointed at an angle.
3. Continue adding drops of paint to create more monsters. You can make them big or small or anything in between!
4. Once the splats completely dry, give them faces using makers, crayons, buttons, googly eyes, or whatever you have around your house.

Share your creations by using #FiGatHome and tagging us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram!